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Prompt for your reading response to Coates

Place features prominently in Ta-Nehisi Coates’s work, and places in particular stand out, from
the streets of Baltimore to the streets of Paris, from Prince George’s County’s suburbs to the
hallowed halls of Howard University. More than physical spaces where things happen, these places
are characters in the plays that are performed in them.

For your response to Coates’s work, I would like you to return to a real physical place in your own
world, to inhabit it, dwell in it, and share with us what you find from that indwelling. Specifically,
choose a nearby place that has meaning to you, currently, a place that you can physically return
to. Return there. Sit there for some time (at least an hour or two) as you reflect on the meaning
that place holds for you.

Then, write. Tell me what it feels like to be in that place. Tell me what else and who else you find
there. How do you interact? Tell me: has this place made its mark on you? Have you made your
mark on it? How have you lived in and lived with this place? What does the future hold for your
relationship?

As with all responses, I have few “mechanical” prescriptions for your response (e.g., length, font,
etc.), other than that you write roughly 500 words (or more, much more, if you get carried away).
Please see the class website for the rubric I will use to assess this and future responses. In particular,
please note that I expect your own voice to be clearly present and that you include a “Works Cited”
page that includes citations of all readings used, including Coates’s book.

Your response is due to me in the same Google Doc you’ve begun for reading responses
which you share with me no later than 11:59 p.m. on Tuesday, February 12. Please let me know
if you have any questions!


